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Let M be a _-finite von Neumann algebra and let A be a maximal subdiagonal
algebra of M with respect to a faithful normal conditional expectation 8. We show
that if S is an invertible operator in M, then there exists an isometry W in M such
that both S&1W and W*S belong to A. We also give several characterizations of
a maximal subdiagonal algebra A such that every invertible operator S in M can
be factored as UA, where U is a unitary operator in M and both A and A&1 are
in A.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Factorization problems with respect to a non-self-adjoint subalgebra of
a von Neumann algebra have been studied for many years. It is well known
that for a function g # L (T) such that g&1 # L (T), we always factor g as
uh, where u is a unimodular function in L (T) and both h and h&1 belong
to H (T). A non-commutative analogue is obtained by replacing L (T)
by a von Neumann algebra M and H (T) by a unital subalgebra A of M.
Then, given an invertible operator S in M, when is it possible to factor S
as UA, where U is a unitary operator in M and both A and A&1 belong
to A? If S has such a factorization, then we say that S has a factorization
relative to A. If every invertible operator S in M has a factorization
relative to A, then we say that A has the universal factorization property.
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In general, this problem is not particularly interesting. However, special
cases of this problem have been of interest to many authors [cf. [1, 2, 10,
11, 1317]).
Arveson in [1] introduced the notion of subdiagonal algebras to give a
non-commutative analogue of H  (T). Let M be a _-finite von Neumann
algebra on a complex Hilbert space H and D a von Neumann subalgebra
of M. Let 8 be a faithful normal conditional expectation from M onto D.
A subalgebra A of M, containing D, is called a subdiagonal algebra of M
with respect to 8 if
(i) A & A*=D,
(ii) 8 is multiplicative on A, and
(iii) A+A* is _-weakly dense in M.
The algebra D is called the diagonal of A. Although subdiagonal
algebras are not assumed to be _-weakly closed in [1], the _-weak closure
of a subdiagonal algebra is again a subdiagonal algebra of M with respect
to 8 [1, Remark 2.1.2]. Thus we assume that our subdiagonal algebras are
always _-weakly closed.
We say that A is a maximal subdiagonal algebra in M with respect to
8 in case that A is not properly contained in any other subalgebra of M
which is subdiagonal with respect to 8. Put A0=[X # A : 8(X)=0]
and Am=[X # M: 8(AXB)=8(BXA)=0, \A # A, \B # A0]. By
Theorem 2.2.1 in [1], we recall that Am is a maximal subdiagonal algebra
of M with respect to 8 containing A. If there is a faithful normal finite
trace + on M such that + b 8=+, then we say that A is finite subdiagonal.
In [1], Arveson proved that every maximal finite subdiagonal algebra has
the universal factorization property. He also proved that certain maximal
subdiagonal algebras of a type I factor have the property in [2].
However, Larson in [10] gave an example of a maximal subdiagonal
algebra of B(H) which does not have the universal factorization property.
MacAsey, Muhly, and the second author in [11] studied the invariant sub-
spaces structure of an analytic crossed product and proved that an analytic
crossed product has this property. So contrasted with Larson’s discovery,
they pointed out that the problem of identifying those subdiagonal algebras
which has the universal factorization property becomes all the more
piquant. When A is either a nest subalgebra of M with an injective nest or
an analytic subalgebra determined by a flow of M, a complete research for
these cases was given in [13] by Pitts and [17] by Solel, respectively.
In this paper, we study the factorization problems in a maximal sub-
diagonal algebra A of M with respect to 8. First, in Section 2, we shall
give several characterizations of Am . In particular, we shall prove that
Am=[X # M: 8(XB)=0, \B # A0]=[X # M: 8(BX)=0, \B # A0]. If
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there exists a faithful normal semifinite trace { on M+ such that { b 8={,
then the result was shown in [1, Corollary 2.2.2]. In Section 3, we shall
prove that an invertible operator S in M has a left partial factorization
relative to a maximal subdiagonal algebra. Further, we shall give several
characterizations of the universal factorization property for maximal sub-
diagonal algebras.
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF Am
Let M be a _-finite von Neumann algebra on a complex Hilbert space
H and let 8 be a faithful normal conditional expectation from M onto a
von Neumann subalgebra D of M. Throughout this section, A will be a
fixed subdiagonal algebra of M with respect to 8. Since M is _-finite, we
may take a faithful normal state , on M such that , b 8=,. Without loss
of generality, we assume that M has a cyclic and separating vector. Let
[_t] t # R be the modular automorphism group of M associated with , and
let N denote the crossed product M<_ R of M by [_t]t # R . Recall that N
is the von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert space L2 (R, H) generated by
the operators \(X), X # M, and *(s), s # R, defined by equations
(\(X) !)(t)=_&t (X) !(t), ! # L2 (R, H), t # R,
(*(s) !)(t)=!(t&s), ! # L2 (R, H), t # R.
We identify M with its image \(M) in N. Let [%s]s # R be the dual action
of R =R on N which is implemented by unitary representation of R,
[St] t # R , defined by the formula
(St !)(s)=eist!(s), ! # L2 (R, H);
that is, %t (X)=StXS*t , X # N. Then we have
M=[X # N: %t (X)=X, \t # R].
Since N is semi-finite (cf. [7, 18]), there exists the faithful normal semi-
finite trace { on N satisfying the equation
{ b %s=e&s{ (s # R).
According to Haagerup [4] (also [19, Chap. 2]), the space L p (M)
( p # [1, )) is defined as the set of all {-measurable operators k such that
%s (k)=e&spk (s # R).
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The algebraic structure in L p (M) is inherited from the regular ring of
{-measurable operators. As in [4], for every X in M, we define the
operators LX and RX on L2 (M) by the equations
LX k=Xk, RXk=kX, k # L2 (M).
If S is a subset of M, we shall write L(S) (resp. R(S)) for [LX : X # S]
(resp. [RX : X # S]). Then by [19, Theorem 36], L(M) ((resp. R(M)) is a
faithful normal representation (resp. anti-representation) of M on the
Hilbert space L2 (M). The involution J: k # L2 (M)  k* # L2 (M) and
L2 (M)+ together with L(M) form a standard form [L(M), L2 (M), J,
L2 (M)+] in the sense of Haagerup [5] (cf. [19, Theorem 36]). We denote
the operator in L1 (M)+ corresponding to , by h0 , that is, h0 is the Radon
Nikodym derivative of the dual weight | of , with respect to { in the sense
of Pedersen and Takesaki [12]. So we have |(X)={(h0X), X # N, and
h120 is a cyclic and separating vector for L(M) in L
2 (M) whose vector state
is equal to ,, that is, ,(X)=(Xh120 , h
12
0 ) for all X # M. Further, as in [9],
we have _t (X)=h it0 Xh
&it
0 (\X # M).
From the definition of A0 , we have A0=[X # A: 8(X)=0]. Then we
have a Hilbert space decomposition of L2 (M) as
L2 (M)=[A0h120 ][Dh
12
0 ][A*0h
12
0 ],
where [K] is the closed linear span of a subset K of L2 (M). First we have
the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Keep the notions as above. Then we have [A0h120 ]=
[h120 A0], [Dh
12
0 ]=[h
12
0 D], and [A*0h
12
0 ]=[h
12
0 A*0].
Proof. By [6, Lemma 2.1], we know that
[A0h120 ]=[(Am)0 h
12
0 ] and [A*0h
12
0 ]=[(A*m)0 h
12
0 ].
On the other hand, R(A) is also a subdiagonal algebra of R(M). Similarly,
we have [h120 A0]=[h
12
0 (Am)0] and [h
12
0 A0]=[h
12
0 (Am)0], respectively.
Thus, we may assume that A itself is maximal subdiagonal, that is,
A=Am . Let T, denote the set of analytic element of M, i.e., those
elements h for which the function t  _t (h) as an extension (necessarily
unique) to an analytic function _: (h) from C to M. Then we have that
_: (T )=h i:0 Th
&i:
0 (\: # C, \T # T,) (cf. [8, 9]). For X # A0 , we define
Xn=n? |R e&nt
2_t (X) dt.
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Since A0 is [_t]t # R invariant by [6, Theorem 2.4], we have Xn # A0 .
Moreover by [12, p. 58], Xn # A0 & T, and so _&(12) i (Xn) # A0 & T, .
Since
h120 X=h
12
0 Xh
&12
0 h
12
0 =_&(12) i (X) h
12
0
and Xn  X _-weakly, we have h120 X # [A0h
12
0 ] and so [h
12
0 A0]
[A0h120 ]. Similarly, we have [A0h
12
0 ][h
12
0 A0]. Finally, since both D
and A*0 are also [_t]t # R -invariant by [6, Theorem 2.4], we can similarly
show that [Dh120 ]=[h
12
0 D] and [A*0h
12
0 ]=[h
12
0 A*0]. The proof is
complete. K
According to Proposition 2.1, we can define H2=[Ah120 ] (=[h
12
0 A])
and H20=[A0 h
12
0 ] (=[h
12
0 A0]), respectively. It is clear that JH
2=
[A*h120 ] and JH
2
0=[A*0h
12
0 ]. Thus we have L
2 (M)=H2 JH20=
H20 JH
2.
We recall that the maximal subdiagonal algebra Am containing A is
defined by Am=[X # M: 8(AXB)=8(BXA)=0, \A # A, \B # A0] (cf. [1,
Theorem 2.2.1]). By Proposition 2.1, we have the following characteriza-
tions of Am as in [1, Corollary 2.2.2].
Theorem 2.2. Keep the notions as above. Then
Am =[X # M: 8(XB)=0, \B # A0]
=[X # M: 8(BX)=0, \B # A0]
=[X # M: LX H20 H
2
0]
=[X # M: LX H2H2]
=[X # M: RX H20 H
2
0]
=[X # M: RX H2H2].
Proof. We only prove that Am=[X # M: 8(XB)=0, \B # A0]. The
other proofs are similar. Put A=[X # M: 8(XB)=0, \B # A0]. From the
definition of Am , we have Am A. Conversely, we take any X # A. Then
we have, for any B # A0 ,
(XBh120 , h
12
0 )=,(XB)=, b 8(XB)=0,
which implies that h120 = LXH20 . Since h120 BA # H20 for any A # A and
B # A0 , we have (X(h120 BA), h
12
0 )=0. Therefore we have
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(Xh120 B, h
12
0 A*)=(LXRBh
12
0 , RA*h
12
0 )=(RALX RBh
12
0 , h
12
0 )
=(LXRARBh120 , h
12
0 )=(LXRBAh
12
0 , h
12
0 )
=(X(h120 BA), h
12
0 )=0.
Since H20=[h
12
0 A0] and JH
2=[h120 A*], we have
LX H20 = [h
12
0 A*]
and so by Proposition 2.1, LX H20 H
2
0 . Since h
12
0 AB # H
2
0 for any A # A
and B # A0 , we similarly have LXH2H2. By [6, Lemma 2.2], X # Am .
The proof is complete. K
3. FACTORIZATION
In this section, we discuss factorization problems in a maximal sub-
diagonal algebra. The following notion was introduced by Pitts in [13].
Definition 3.1. Suppose A is a unital subalgebra of a unital
C*-algebra F and that S # F is invertible. We say that S has a left partial
factorization relative to A if there exists an isometry W # F such that both
W*S and S&1W belong to A and we say S has a right partial factorization
relative to A if there exists a coisometry V # F such that V*S and S&1V
belong to A.
Remark 3.2. Notice that if W is unitary in Definition 3.1, then S has a
factorization relative to A.
Let ; be a nest in a von Neumann algebra M. Alg ; denotes the nest
subalgebra of von Neumann algebra M. We say that ; is injective if there
is a faithful normal conditional expectation 8 from M onto D(;), where
D(;) is the diagonal of Alg ;. Pitts in [13] showed that if ; is injective,
then every invertible operator S in M has a left partial factorization
relative to Alg ;. It is noted that Alg ; is a maximal subdiagonal algebra
of M with respect to 8 in this case. Our aim in this section is to consider
this property for a maximal subdiagonal algebra. Throughout this section,
we assume that A is a maximal subdiagonal algebra of M with respect to
8. A vector ! # L2 (M) is called right-wandering if ! = [!A0], and right-
separating if it is a separating vector for R(M).
At first, we need the following lemma which is a generalization of [1,
Lemma 4.2.2] but a little different.
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Lemma 3.3. If ! is right-wandering and right-separating, then there
exists a vector ’ # [Dh120 ] and an isometry W # M such that
[D’]=[Dh120 ], LW*!=’, and LWW* is the projection on [R(M) !].
Proof. Since both h120 and ! are separating vectors for the von
Neumann algebra R(D), we have [(R(D))$ h120 ]=[(R(D)$ !]=L
2 (M).
Putting |h012 (RD)=(RDh
12
0 , h
12
0 ) and |! (RD)=(RD!, !) (\D # D), respec-
tively, then |h
0
12 and |! have the same support in the sense of [7, Defini-
tion 7.2.4]. By [7, Lemma 7.2.11], there is a vector ’ # [R(D) h120 ] such
that [R(D) h120 ]=[R(D)’] and |!=w’ , that is, (RD!, !)=(RD’, ’) for
all D # D. It follows that (RT’, ’)=0, \T # A from the fact that
’ # [h120 D]. The same is true if T # A*0 . Thus (RX ’, ’)=(RX !, !) for every
X in A0+D+A*0=A+A*. Since A+A* is _-weakly dense in M and
X  RX is _-weakly continuous, it follows that |’=|! on R(M). Now
define the map
V: RX’  RX !.
Then
&VRX ’&2=(RX!, RX !)=(RXX*!, !)=(RXX *’, ’)=&RX’&2
so that V is uniquely extended to a partial isometry whose initial space is
[R(M) ’]. It is clear that V # (R(M))$=L(M), so there exists an operator
W # M such that V=LW . W is a partial isometry because V is, and by the
definition of V we have LW*!=’. It is easy to show that LWW* is the
projection on [R(M) !]. Since ! is a separating vector for R(M), so is ’.
Now we have
[h120 D]=[R(D) h
12
0 ]=[R(D) ’]=[’D].
Then it is easy to show that [R(A0) ’]=[’A0]=[h120 A0] and
[R(A*0) ’]=[’A*0]=[h120 A*0] because DA0=A0 and DA*0=A*0 . It
follows that
[R(M) ’]=[’M]=[’A0][’D][’A*0]
=[h120 A0][h
12
0 D][h
12
0 D*0]=L
2 (M),
which implies that W is an isometry. We also proved that [A0’]=
[’A0]=H20 , [D’]=[Dh
12
0 ] and [A*0 ’]=[A*0h
12
0 ]=JH
2
0 . The proof is
complete. K
Remark 3.4. It is known that ’ is also a cyclic and separating vector for
L(M) such that (X’, ’)=(8(X) ’, ’) for all X # M from the proof of
Lemma 3.3. Then ’ and h120 have the same properties.
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Theorem 3.5. Let A be a maximal subdiagonal algebra of M with
respect to 8 and let S be an invertible operator in M. Then S has a left par-
tial factorization relative to A.
Proof. Let S be an invertible operator in M. Then LS H20 is a closed
subspace of L2 (M) and so there exists a vector ‘ # H20 such that Ls‘=S‘
is the projection of Sh120 on LS H
2
0 . Putting !=Sh
12
0 &S‘=S(h
12
0 &‘),
then ! is right-wandering and right-separating.
In fact, for any T # A0 ,
(RT!, !)=(RTLS(h120 &‘), !)=(LS RT (h
12
0 &‘), !)=0,
since RT (h120 &‘) # H
2
0 by Proposition 2.1 and ! = LS H
2
0 . It follows that !
is right-wandering. On the other hand, if X # A+A*, say,
X=Y+D+Z*, Y, Z # A0 , D # D,
then
(RX!, !)=(RY !, !)+(RD !, !)+(RZ*!, !)
=(RD!, !),
since ! is right-wandering. It follows that (RX!, !)=(R8(X) !, !) for every
X # M by the _-weak denseness of A+A*. Now suppose RX !=0 for some
X # M. Putting H=8(XX*)12, we have
(RH !, RH !)=(R8(XX*) !, !)=(RXX*!, !)=&RX!&2=0.
Hence RH !=0. But RH!=RH LS(h120 &‘)=LSRH(h
12
0 &‘), and because
S is invertible, we have RH h120 &RH ‘=0. The conditions H # D and ‘ # H
2
0
imply that RH h120 # [Dh
12
0 ] and RH ‘ # H
2
0 . It follows that RH h
12
0 =0 since
[Dh120 ] = H
2
0 , which implies that H=0. Hence 8(XX*)=0, so that X=0.
That is, ! is also right-separating. By Lemma 3.3, there exists a vector
’ # [Dh120 ] and an isometry W in M such that [D’]=[Dh
12
0 ], LW*!=’,
and LWW* is the projection on [!M].
We next prove that both W*S and S &1W belong to A. Since ! = LS H20 ,
then for all A # A and B # A0 , we have
(LSRBh120 , RA* !)=(LSRBAh
12
0 , !)=0.
It follows that LSH20 = [!A*]. However, we have
L2 (M)=[!A0][!D][!A*0][!M]=
=[!A0][!A*][!M]=.
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Thus we obtain that LSH20 [!A0][!M]
=. It is known that
LW*[!A0]=H20 and LW*[!M]
==[0]. Then we have LW*LSH20 H
2
0 .
By Theorem 2.2, W*S # A.
On the other hand, we also have H20=[’A0] by the proof of
Lemma 3.3. Then LS&1WH20=LS&1W[’A0]. For all B # A0 , we have
LS&1W RB’=LS&1 LWRB’=RB LS&1 !
=RBLS&1 (LS(h120 &‘))=RB(h
12
0 &‘).
Since RBH2H20 , it follows that RB(h
12
0 &‘) # H
2
0 . Thus we proved
that LS&1WH20 H
2
0 . By Theorem 2.2 again, S
&1W # A. The proof is
complete. K
Since an isometry in a finite von Neumann algebra is unitary, then we
immediately have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.6. If M is a finite von Neumann algebra, then every maxi-
mal subdiagonal algebra of M has the universal factorization property.
We note that whether a subdiagonal algebra of a finite von Neumann
algebra is finite subdiagonal is still an open problem raised in [1] by
Arveson. Exel in [3] proved that every _-weakly closed finite subdiagonal
algebra is maximal subdiagonal. With the same method, we may also prove
that a _-weakly closed subdiagonal algebra of a finite von Neumann
algebra is maximal subdiagonal. Thus, in fact, the maximality in
Corollary 3.6 is not necessary.
Pitts in [13] proved that an invertible operator in M has a factorization
relative to a unital _-weakly closed subalgebra A of M if it has both a left
and a right partial factorization relative to A. Then we have the following.
Proposition 3.7. Suppose A is a maximal subdiagonal algebra of M
with respect to 8 and let S be an invertible operator in M. Then S has a fac-
torization relative to A if and only if SAS&1 is also a maximal subdiagonal
algebra with respect to a faithful normal expectation 9.
Proof. It is easy to check that SAS&1 is also a maximal subdiagonal
algebra with respect to a faithful normal expectation 9 if S has a factoriza-
tion relative to A. For the converse, suppose that SAS&1 is also a maxi-
mal subdiagonal algebra, by Proposition 4.4 in [13] and Theorem 3.5, we
need only to prove that S has a right partial factorization relative to A.
Theorem 3.3 implies that there is an isometry W such that both W*S&1
and SW belong to SAS&1. Hence both S &1W* and WS belong to A. By
taking V=W*, we see that S has a right partial factorization relative to A.
The proof is complete. K
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We recall that an operator E satisfying E2=E is an idempotent, and that
a unital algebra A is finite in the sense that if given X, Y # A which satisfying
XY=I, then YX=I.
Theorem 3.8. Let A be a maximal subdiagonal algebra of M with
respect to 8. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) A has the universal factorization property,
(2) A0 contains no non-zero idempotent, and
(3) CI+A0 is finite.
Proof. It is easy to prove that (1) O (2) O (3).
(3) O (1) Let S be an invertible operator in M and let W be the
isometry corresponding to S defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.5. Put
X=W*S and Y=S&1W, respectively. Then X, Y # A and XY=I. It
follows that 8(X) 8(Y)=I since 8 is multiplicative on A. We claim that
8(X) is invertible. Since LS h120 =LS‘+!, then
LX h120 =LW*LS ‘+LW*!=LW*LS‘+’.
It is clear that LW*LS‘ = ’ because W*S # A, ‘ # H20 , and
’ # H2H20=[Dh
12
0 ]. On the other hand, we have X&8(X) # A0 . It
follows that LX&8(X)h120 # H
2
0 . However,
LX&8(X)h120 =LW*LS ‘+’&L8(X)h
12
0 =LW*LS‘+(’&L8(X)h
12
0 ),
which implies that L8(X)h120 =’.
We also have
LY ’=LS&1 LW ’=LS&1 !=LS&1 LS(h120 &‘)=h
12
0 &‘.
By the similar method, we can show that L8(Y) ’=h120 . Thus
L8(Y)L8(X) h120 =L8(Y) ’=h
12
0 .
It follows that 8(Y) 8(X)=I because h120 is a separating vector for L(M).
Then 8(X)&1=8(Y).
Putting X1=X8(Y) and Y1=8(X) Y, we have X1 , Y1 # CI+A0 and
so X1Y1=I. By the assertion (3), we have Y1X1=I, that is,
8(X) YX8(Y)=I. It follows that YX=I and thus X is invertible. Hence W
is unitary and the proof is complete. K
The following corollary was proved in [15] by Solel. Here we give
another proof.
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Corollary 3.9. Let [:t]t # R be a periodic flow on M and H (:)
denote the related analytic algebra. Then H  (:) has the universal factoriza-
tion property.
Proof. We assume that the period is 2? and write T for the interval
[0, 2?] identified with the unit circle. Then we know that H (:) is a maxi-
mal subdiagonal algebra with respect to the faithful normal expectation 8
from M onto the diagonal D=H  (:) & (H  (:))*. In this case,
H 0 (:)=[X # M: sp: (X)N],
where sp: (X) is Arveson’s spectrum of X with respect to : and N is the set
of all natural numbers. It immediately follows that H 0 (:) contains no non-
zero idempotent since sp: (X) is compact and sp: (XY)sp: (X)+sp: (Y).
By Theorem 3.8, H (:) has the universal factorization property. The proof
is complete. K
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